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Chemical engineering sees a growing 
role in today’s society advancing innova-
tion across virtually every industry. The 
Department of Chemical and Biochem-
ical Engineering at Rutgers has spear-
headed critical research in areas that 
include biotechnology and bioengineer-
ing, materials, pharmaceutical science 
and engineering, and process systems 
and reaction engineering, among other 
new fields of study. 

cbe.rutgers.edu

Jane Palmer, a Los Angeles textile designer, 
has a passion for using natural and environ-
mentally friendly dyes to color fabrics. During 
the last six years, she’s gained a loyal follow-
ing among high-end boutique clothing and 
housewares designers.

Her sights, however, are set much higher—to 
move mass-market fabric dyeing away from its 
polluting and energy consuming ways. One 
of Palmer’s first steps in the quest has been 
to work with a Rutgers engineering profes-
sor with no background or experience with 
dye chemistry.

Nina Shapley, an associate professor of Chem-
ical and Biochemical Engineering, had just 
started working with colleagues on a project 
to protect molecules sensitive to ultraviolet 
light damage. Their test molecule was beta 
carotene, a natural bright-orange substance 
used in food dyes. 

“Jane saw one of our papers and she contact-
ed us,” Shapley said. “She was looking for 
potential new technologies to take her natural 
dye work to the next level.”

Palmer values the colors that natural dyes 
bring to her fabrics—sometimes vibrant, other 
times subtle. But natural dyes have drawbacks 
that make them unsuitable for mass-market 
fabrics: they are expensive and they fade in 
sunlight or when washed. The major clothing 
labels have looked at natural dyes but have yet 
to embrace them.

Change is on the horizon, however. Clothing 
manufacturers use billions of gallons of boiling 
water to dye their fabric, and it’s hard to 
remove dye residue from wastewater. A New 
York Times story in 2013 illustrated the harm of 
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Message from the chair
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As we approach the end of another academic year, I am excited to 

share the most recent news of our department. 

Our faculty and students continue to advance amazing research, 

receiving a number of awards that are highlighted within these pages.  

Prof. Meenakshi Dutt received an NSF CAREER award, the most pres-

tigious award the NSF gives to faculty early in their careers. I’m also pleased to report that 

Meenakshi has been promoted to associate professor with tenure. You can read more about 

her computational research, designing soft materials with specific structure-function relations.

We continue to excel in pharmaceutical engineering, signing a unique agreement of col-

laboration with USP for pharmaceutical continuous manufacturing for the development of 

industry standards, among other important advances.

Last fall, two CBE alumni were honored as part of the School of Engineering’s annual Medal 

of Excellence awards gala: Vijay Swarup, vice president for research and development, Exxon 

Mobil Research and Engineering Company, and Marvin Schlanger, former president and CEO 

of ARCO Chemical. We also hosted our first alumni networking event. It was a great success 

with the enclosed photos giving you an idea of how much fun we had. Plans are underway for 

another gathering later this year so stay tuned for an announcement. 

Last but not least, we are very proud of our graduating class. You can read about the next 

steps for four of our undergraduate students who exemplify the amazing futures all of our 

students are headed off to pursue! 

Marianthi Ierapetritou, Ph.D. 
Chair, Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering

Faculty News & Awards 

Professor Ben Glasser is the co-author of 
Attainable Region Theory: An Introduction 
to Choosing an Optimal Reactor which 
discusses how to effectively interpret, 
select, and optimize reactors for complex 
reactive systems using Attainable Region 
(AR) theory. AR theory provides a means of 
understanding chemical reactor networks 
from a geometric perspective which allows 
for all possible outcomes for all possible 
designs–even those that cannot be imag-
ined–resulting in the most optimal designs 
for a given situation. 

Glasser is the recipient of the 2016 PSRI 
Lectureship Award in Fluidization from the 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers 
(AIChE) recognized for pioneering contri-
butions to the understanding of instabil-
ities in fluidization and fluid-particle flow 
systems, and chemical and pharmaceutical 
fluidization processes.

The New Jersey Inventors Hall of Fame 
named Professor Fernando Muzzio Inven-
tor of the Year, recognizing his “lynchpin 
inventions for advanced products and 
processes for pharmaceutical, chemical, 
and petrochemical industries.”

Professor and department chair Marianthi 
Ierapetritou received the 2016 Computing 
in Chemical Engineering Award from the 
CAST Division of the American Institute 
of Chemical Engineers (AIChE),  recogniz-
ing her outstanding contributions in the 
application of computing and systems 
technology to chemical engineering. Ier-
apetritou is the first woman to receive this 
prestigious award.

Assistant Professor Shishir Chundawat 
received a $450,000 NSF award for his 
research investigating the molecular 
underpinnings of how enzymes break down 
insoluble cellulosic biomaterials to soluble 
fermentable sugars like glucose and how 
to engineer enzymes to make them more 
efficient for enabling industrial-scale biofu-

el production.

The Royal Society of Chemistry featured 
Chundawat’s research as the cover story in 
the December issue of its magazine. 

Weeks Hall of Engineering: Opening Fall 2018 

Currently under construction, Weeks Hall of Engineering will be the gateway facility to the School 
of Engineering on Busch campus. Among the many classrooms, lecture hall, and student touchdown 
spaces will be a number of labs for advanced manufacturing and sustainable systems and resources. 
The Manufacturing Pilot Laboratory, pictured above, is dedicated to the assembly, testing, and 
modification of student protoype projects. This high-bay lab space has a second floor perimeter 
catwalk for viewing projects below. See more at weekshall.rutgers.edu.
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clothing manufacture in regulation-lax Bangla-
desh where a river glowed purple.

“It’s a health risk to the aquatic system, the 
environment, and the general population,” 
Palmer said. 

Just as the major labels have chosen, or have 
been forced, to address products made with 
sweatshop labor, they now need to drive envi-
ronmentally sensitive and sustainable dyeing 
techniques. Palmer has discussed the issue 
with Patagonia, North Face, Nike, and others.

Shapley and Palmer secured a $225,000 
National Science Foundation (NSF) grant at 
the beginning of 2016 to move natural-dye 
technology toward commercial viability.

“It’s more like applied research,” Shapley said. 
“Other projects I’ve worked on are very funda-
mental. So it’s exciting to see something with a 
shorter time line.”

The two are experimenting with room-tem-
perature methods to cut the energy required 
to heat dye baths and are looking into low- or 
no-water methods to apply dye. Rather than 
boiling fabric in dye, they’re investigating 
whether finishing equipment that now applies 
softeners or coatings could also be used in the 
dyeing process. 

“We need to fit into the factory because it’s 
already set up, and not require owners to 
purchase new equipment for our process,” 
Palmer said.

They have started by looking at the color black, 
which is used in 30 to 40 percent of textiles 
sold for apparel and home furnishings. They 
are trying a plant-based agricultural byproduct 
to form the color.

Fashioning Safe Choices in Fabric Dyes (continued from page 1)

“
This project is moving into a 
new area for both of us. We’re 
learning a lot of new things that 
we hadn’t explored.

“

This year, the 2016 AIChE Annual Conference met 
in San Francisco November 13 -18. CBE had 17 
undergraduate students attend the conference, 
which included 13 presenters. Several of our un-
dergraduates participated in the Poster Competi-
tion and won unique awards.

Undergraduate Forum speakers were: Dima 
Ruckodanov,  Subham Rustagi, and Jing Wang.

Student Poster Competition presenters were: 
Ayman Saleh (first place; Catalysis and Reaction 
Engineering Division), Rachel Yang (second 

student news & achievements

place; Catalysis and Reaction Engineering 
Division), Vyshnavi Karra (second place; Materials 
Engineering and Sciences Division), Nicholas 
Townsend Haas (third place; Computing and 
Process Control Division,) Jonah Williams (UOP 
Scale-up Essay Contest Award), Nour Srouji, 
Safia Shaikh, Sarah Libring, Jonathan Shi, and 
Kenneth Zong.

Boris Sheludko won third place award at 
the Catalysis Club of Philadelphia student 
poster competition.

Graudate student Anik Chaturbedi won a con-
ference travel award in the amount of $250 to 
attend the AIChE annual meeting.

Glinka Cathy Pereira was selected for the 
prestigious NIPTE-FDA conference travel award, 
receiving $410 to attend the conference.

Teaching Assistant and Graduate Assistant 
Professional Development Fund Awards were 
awarded to Anik Chaturbedi, Subhodh Karkala, 
and Zilong Wang.  n

The investigators find that their different 
backgrounds—Palmer with a master’s degree 
in fine arts and Shapley with a doctorate in 
chemical engineering—are complementary.

“I love working with Nina because she’s really 
creative,” Palmer said. “She’s very open to 
ideas. We come from different approaches, 
but we’re open-minded about our ideas, so 
it’s fun.”

“Jane already knew so much about dye chemis-
try and did so much literature-searching her-
self,” Shapley said. “So it’s easy for us to talk 
about these things. We’re both on the same 
wavelength. But this project is moving into a 
new area for both of us. We’re learning a lot of 
new things that we hadn’t explored.” 

Their grant is from the NSF’s Small Business 
Innovation Research / Small Business Tech-
nology Transfer program, which seeks to 
transform scientific discovery into societal and 
economic benefit. The women are currently in 
the program’s first phase, a one-year proof-of-
concept grant. If successful, they will apply for 
a second-phase development grant to directly 
commercialize their concepts.  n

Associate Professor Nina Shapley 

Los Angeles textile designer Jane Palmer



The Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering conferred diplomas on 107 undergraduate and 50 graduate students during 
the university’s commencement and convocation ceremonies on May 14, 2017. We celebrate their accomplishments at Rutgers and their 
plans for the future. Before heading “off the banks,”  we sat down with four graduates who shared their memories from CBE—and words 
of wisdom for the students following in their footsteps.

CBE Graduates Head Out to New Experiences
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Bridget Yako
Future Plans 
I will be enrolling in the Rutgers Graduate 
School of Education to pursue a master’s 
degree in physical science education as a 
STEM-ESP student, and then teach physics or 
chemistry at the high school level.

CBE Preparation 
The CBE curriculum allowed me to under-
stand the impact a chemical engineer can 
have on the world. It was fascinating to see 
large-scale operations and processes broken 
down and simplified to mathematical models 
I could solve and further understand. As an 
aspiring educator, I am excited to share with 
my future students the value of problem solv-
ing and the limitless applications of engineer-
ing and technology.

Advice for CBE Students 
CBE, like many engineering majors, is 
challenging. You will be expected to work 
very hard, but earning a degree in chemical 
engineering comes with incredible opportu-
nities. Chemical engineers have the power to 
advance and improve countless industries, so 
wherever your passion lies, this degree gives 
you the ability to shape the world.  n

Erin Dippold
Future Plans 
I’m starting my career with Merck in the 
Pharmaceutical Commercialization Technology 
Department in Rahway, NJ.  

CBE Preparation 
The technical skills I’ve learned prepared me 
for the technical portion of my job interviews 
and have given me the confidence to enter the 
pharmaceutical field, outside of my intern-
ships in food and beverage. I also learned soft 
skills like communication, time management, 
and initiative.

Advice for CBE Students 
Get involved in the department and other 
activities as soon as you can! Control the 
way your education pans out rather than just 
going through the motions of getting your 
degree. You will have more opportunities, 
personal development, and growth. n

Christian Tabedzki
Future Plans 
I will be pursuing a Ph.D. in chemical engi-
neering at the University of Pennsylvania.  

CBE Preparation 
The department ignited my passion to 
pursue a Ph.D. I was able to get involved 
in research early on via the Aresty program 
and obtain real world internship experiences 
at Merck and Colgate-Palmolive through 
departmental connections.

Advice for CBE Students 
Students should try and figure out what they 
want to do with their degree. It is not enough 
to say, “I want to be a chemical engineer.” 
Find an industry or idea that interests you and 
actively shape your activities to match that 
industry/idea. Also, go to office hours and 
get to know the professors. They’ve gone 
through the ChemE struggle themselves, and 
they are the ones who will help you through-
out your career at Rutgers. n

Vyshnavi Karra
Future Plans 
I’ll be getting my Ph.D. in chemical engineering 
at Northeastern University, starting in the fall. 

CBE Preparation 
The CBE faculty members have been huge 
mentors, especially Drs. Buettner, Celik, and 
Dutt. They’ve guided me and were pillars of 
support when times were tough. 

Advice for CBE Students 
My advice to current and incoming students 
is to forge a few mentor-mentee relationships 
with the faculty. It’s invaluable when you’re 
applying for jobs, grad schools, or fellowships. 
But beyond graduation, these relationships will 
become more pertinent. n
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C-SOPS Forms Partnership with USP for Developing Solid Dose 
CM Standards

Class of 2018 Chemical Engineering Student Wins
Dittman/Lebo Scholarship 

faculty research

Last summer, the School of Engineering’s 
Center for Structured Organic Particulate 
Systems (C-SOPS) established a partnership 
with the U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention 
(USP) to bring together experts in continuous 
pharmaceutical manufacturing to develop 
standards within the field. According to 
C-SCOPS director, Fernando Muzzio, the goal 
is to build consensus around topics related to 
the development of standards for continuous 
solid dose manufacturing, for consideration by 
related USP committees. 

Since that initial meeting, the USP Council of 
Experts approved the creation of an Expert 
Panel on Continuous Manufacturing within the 
USP committee structure.  Moving forward, 
C-SOPS and USP plan to collaborate across 
multiple efforts. n

Post-doctorial associate Andrés Román conducts research as part of the recent School of Engineering’s Center for 
Structured Organic Particulate Systems (C-SOPS) partnership with the U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention (USP).

Sagar Y. Patel, a chemical engineering junior 
who has exceled in his field while battling a 
chronic medical condition, was awarded the 
department’s 2017 Dittman/Lebo Scholarship. 
This award recognizes well-rounded chemical 
and biochemical engineering students on the 
basis of academic performance, extracurricular 
activities, research experience, volunteer work, 
and financial need.

Patel, who suffers from ulcerative colitis, 
currently serves as a chemical engineering 
research assistant under the direction of Alex-
ander V. Neimark, CBE distinguished professor, 
studying the diffusion of dimethyl methyl-
phosphonate (DMMP) through polyelectrolyte 
membranes. The research study is part of a 
larger project funded by the Department of 
Defense to design a membrane that can break 
down harmful chemical warfare agents. 

Patel says that each day with the chronic 
inflammatory disease is a new struggle, but 
the Dittman/Lebo scholarship showed him that 
the condition doesn’t define him. 

“Amidst all that has been going on in my life, 
receiving this scholarship has helped me see 
that even with my condition, it is feasible for 
me to go above and beyond,” Patel said. “I 
hope this serves as an example for others who 
are suffering from similar health conditions 
and encourages them to see beyond their 
medical condition.”

The $1,000 award recognizes Patel for his 
exceptional academic performance, research 
experience, and extracurricular involvement. 

In addition to his chemical engineering 
research, Patel serves as an engineering edu-
cation research assistant, chemical laboratory 
teaching assistant, and MATLAB learning 
assistant. He is also a member of the Ameri-
can Institute of Chemical Engineers and the 
Engineering Governing Council. 

The Dittman/Lebo scholarship was originally 
established as the Dittman Scholarship by Pro-
fessor Frank Dittman, one of the department’s 
founders who retired in 1987. Timothy Lebo 
ENG’09 was the last recipient of the Ditt-
man Scholarship, after which funds became 
unavailable. Lebo decided to fund the award 
in 2010, which was renamed the Dittman/Lebo 
Scholarship. n 
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CBE’s rich history celebrated the promise of 
the future during the first annual CBE Alumni 
Networking Event on September 14, 2016, in 
Jersey City. Seventy CBE alumni and faculty re-
connected, catching up on careers, family, and 
Rutgers School of Engineering. The evening 
also included the presentation of the first Dr. 
Alkis Constantinides Endowed Scholarships, 
presented to Elizabeth McGinley (junior) and 
Jihyun Park (senior). In addition to the scholar-
ships, “Dr. C” gave the recipients a further gift 
of $1,000 to offset school expenses.

Special recognition was also extended that 
evening to Kevin Bailey, Ph.D. GSNB’83, ’87, 
recipient of the department’s first Outstand-
ing Contribution Award, for his “meritorious 
efforts in helping to advance the department’s 
mission and objectives, and for his service as a 
member of the External Advisory Board.”

According to department chair Marianthi 
Ierapetritou, “The energy generated at the 
event was truly remarkable. Plans are already 
underway for additional alumni programs.” n 

First Annual CBE Alumni Networking Event Brings 
Graduates and Faculty Together
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Q&A

Tackling Real-World Problems with Science: Meenakshi Dutt Discusses 
her Research and the Modern Chemical Engineering Horizon

What type of research are you conducting? 

My lab investigates multi-scale behavior of 
soft and biomaterials by connecting molecular 
traits to material structure-activity-function 
properties. The materials of interest encom-
pass polymers and other biomolecules.

Our scientific lines of query require us to 
develop new computational methods and 
models. Our lab doesn’t do any experiments; 
it is a purely computational lab. 

Why is this type of research important?

A lot of the materials are designed for a spe-
cific application, for example, drug delivery.  

Not all drugs can be delivered as tablets. In 
special cases, you’re going to need a different 
kind of delivery system. Formulating a new 
delivery system basically means that one has 
to understand how the body processes the 
drug along with the “suitcase” that is going to 
carry the drug all the way to the targeted cells. 
The material encompassing the “suitcase” has 
to have specific characteristics to overcome 
multiple hurdles in the body before it can 
reach its intended final destination. 

The material properties become very impor-
tant. Keeping these properties in mind, we 
use our computational tools to investigate 
the design of these materials and predict 
their behavior. Eventually, an experimental lab 
can use our predictions to help design new 
materials that can be used for drug delivery. 

Another application is ensuring the quality 

of water. Depending on where you get your 

drinking water from, you can have lead 

pollutants, which are extremely dangerous. 

We think of how to remove the lead in a cost-

effective way. 

These are some of the examples that show 

how our work has the potential to do a lot 

of good. 

When did you become interested 
in engineering?

My background is a bit different. I am trained to 
be a physicist. Sometime during my graduate 
training, I became very interested in how to 
apply all of the tools and concepts that I was 
learning. After my graduation, I have only 
worked in engineering departments. I like the 
idea that the work is highly application driven. 
The motivation is specific problems—and how 
we can use our scientific understanding and the 
tools we develop to solve these problems.

Have you faced any challenges as a woman 
in the field?

On the whole, I’ve had extremely supportive 
advisors all the way through, and that makes a 
day-and-night difference. I have encountered 
people who have different views, but I have 
never had to work with them. But I know that 
these challenges exist, so when I advise my 
students, I give them the same opportunities 
that I think anybody would deserve.  

What are some of the interesting develop-
ments coming out of the field of chemical 
engineering? 

One of the most significant developments over 
the past 15 to 20 years has been the advent of 
extremely powerful, state-of-the-art computing. 
Computing has, and will continue, to really 
change the way we do our science in terms of the 
scale of the problems and collaborations. The 
problems have become much bigger, much more 
challenging, and therefore need scientists and 
engineers with different skills and backgrounds. 
As a result, projects have become far more col-
laborative, which I think is absolutely beautiful.

What do you do when you’re not working?

I like to read fiction a lot; I read travel books. I like 
independent movies. I’m very fond of museums. 
I love cooking and going to performances when I 
can, either in New Brunswick or New York City.  n

“
The problems have become much 
bigger, much more challenging, 
and therefore need scientists and 
engineers with different skills 
and backgrounds. As a result, 
projects have become far more 
collaborative, which I think is 
absolutely beautiful.

“

Meenakshi Dutt, the Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering’s newest tenured faculty member, runs the Computational 
Hybrid Soft Materials Laboratory at Rutgers University. Dutt joined the School of Engineering in 2011 after receiving her doctoral degree 
from Duke University. She was recently awarded the highly competitive National Science Foundation Early CAREER Award.
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Six distinguished graduates of the School of 
Engineering were honored at the annual Medal 
of Excellence gala event on Thursday, October 
13, recognizing alumni achievement in surgical 
technology, infrastructure innovation, space 
exploration, education, and the petroleum 
industry. Of those honored, two were chemical 
and biochemical engineering graduates. 

CBE Alumni Honored with Medal of Excellence Awards
Vijay Swarup, Ph.D., vice president for research 
and development for ExxonMobil Research 
and Engineering Company, was honored for 
his distinction in industry and recognized his 
achievements in creating more efficient and 
cleaner fuels and other innovative technol-
ogies. Part of his research includes the use 
of algae to produce biofuels, rather than the 
more traditional ethanol fuels. Swarup earned 
master’s and doctoral degrees in chemical 
engineering from the School of Engineering.

Marvin O. Schlanger was the recipient of the 
Medal of Excellence, the school’s highest 
honor awarded to an alumnus for superior 
lifetime achievements that honorably reflect 
the school. As a leader in the petroleum and 
utility industries, Schlanger has had a distin-
guished career with ARCO Chemical Company 
where he held a number of manufacturing 
and business positions before advancing to 
president and CEO in 1998. He is currently 
chairman of the board of UGI Corporation and 
UGI Utilities, which operates natural gas and 

electric utilities in Pennsylvania. He earned a 
bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering 
from the School of Engineering in 1969.

More than 250 alumni, industry partners, 
faculty, and students attended the 2016 Medal 
of Excellence and Distinguished Alumni event 
which also celebrated the accomplishments of 
Dorin I. Comaniciu, Andrew J. Foden, John 
McAllen, and Jackelynne Silva-Martinez. 

The event, which supports engineering 
scholarships, generated more than $190,000 
through sponsorships and ticket sales. The 
Medal of Excellence event was presented by 
lead sponsor Raytheon Company, along with 
platinum sponsors AECOM, Apollo Global 
Management, PSEG, UGI Corporation, and 
Weeks Marine,and gold sponsors BlackRock, 
Inc., Constellation Energy, and Janssen 
Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson & 
Johnson.  n

Vijay Swarup (left) and Marvin O. Schlanger (right)
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